Brushmarker PRO Pens
Karin Brushmarker PRO pens have a fine brush tip and are filled with vibrant, water-based ink that is superb for calligraphy, colouring, illustration or for creating watercolour like effects. Comfortable to hold and made using durable nylon fibres that give them
their flexible tip. The fibres are wonderfully responsive, allowing you to lay down colour in
smooth strokes - this is particularly useful for hand lettering!
Solid colour can be added by applying the markers directly to paper or you can blend
colours together. Touch the tips of two markers and you will be able to temporarily apply
two-toned colour - this is a great technique for calligraphy! Colour can also be manipulated with a slightly wetted brush allowing you to blend colours or create watercolour-like
washes. Apply the pen nib directly to a palette or other non-absorbent surface to make
puddles of colour that can then be lifted with a brush or marker pen and applied to your
painting surface. A blender pen is also included in the colour range which can be used to
blend colours with ease.
Each pen holds 2.4ml of non-toxic paint. As these pens are dye based, the ink will fade
if exposed to prolonged, direct exposure to sunlight. When not in use pens should be
stored vertically, tip facing upwards with caps firmly in place.
Available individually in 60 vibrant colours, plus a colourless blender, which are all fully
intermixable. Various sets are also available.
Karin markers react differently to different papers. We found Millford and Bockingford to be the best, although all
our watercolour papers are suitable apart from Saunders.

269 Sylphur Yellow
166 Canary
283

⑪⑫㉖

Gold ⑫ ㉖

216 Almond ㉖

181 Lipstick Red

169 Indigo Blue

377 Ocean Teal ⑪ ⑫ ㉖

213 Cocoa

220 Pale Pink

189 Sapphire Blue

253 Grass ⑪ ⑫ ㉖

074 Sepia ㉖

210 Apple

030 Black ⑪ ⑫

297 Curry

160 Cool Grey 1

071 Lime Green

159 Cool Grey 2

552 Ochre

158 Cool Grey 3 ㉖

168 Rose Pink

045

170 Magenta Red ㉖

305 Egiptian Blue

172 Blush

075 Burgundy

357 Pale Orange

375 Cerise

195 Amber

⑪⑫㉖

200 Skin 1 ㉖

Royal Blue ⑪ ⑫ ㉖

359

⑪⑫㉖

Magenta ㉖

358 Red Lilac
⑪⑫㉖
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Cyan ㉖

621 Sky Blue
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Artic Blue ㉖

654 Turquoise

⑪⑫㉖

272

Rose Wood ㉖

278 Warm Grey 1

174 Sandstone

277 Warm Grey 2

204 Cool Aqua

385 Praline

276 Warm Grey 3 ㉖

201 Skin 2

226 Lilac

051 Orange Red ㉖

197 Plum

228 Lush Green ㉖

282 Copper Brown

133 Neutral Grey 1

092 Fire Red

247 Pale Violet

447 Olive Black

105 Henna ⑪ ⑫ ㉖

132 Neutral Grey 2

281 Olive Green

199 Cinnamon

131 Neutral Grey 3 ㉖

209 Red

⑪⑫㉖

688

Violet Blue ㉖

Karin Brushmarker PRO Sets
Karin markers are available in 6 different sets.

Sets of 12

Available in either set of 12 basic colours (⑫ on colour chart), or 11 basic
colours plus blender pen (⑪ on colour chart). or a set of 12 all the Greys.

Box Sets Sets

Available in either Mega Box Set including all 60 colours plus 3 blenders,
or mini Box of 26 plus one blender ( ㉖ on colour chart).
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